**Pointe Hilton Tapatío Cliffs Resort Mountain Experience**

A Guide to the Hiking and Biking Trails in the Phoenix Mountain Preserve

Help preserve our mountain parks by hiking only on the designated trails.

**North Mountain National Trail (No. 44)**

This challenging trail traverses 1.6 miles through the Mountain Preserve, with elevations ranging from 1,490 feet to 2,104 feet.

*Rated:* moderate to difficult

To access Trail 44, drive south on 7th Street to Peoria. Turn right (west) into North Mountain Park and follow the drive to the trail head.

**Charles M. Christiansen Memorial Trail (No. 100)**

This scenic extended trail wanders through the entire Phoenix Mountain Preserve west to east. The entire trail covers 10.7 miles and elevations that range from 1,290 feet to 2,080 feet.

*Rated:* easy to moderate

The entrance to Trail 100 is located at the north end of the property between the two tennis courts.

**Shaw Butte Trail (No. 306)**

Looping around Shaw Butte, a popular launching area for local hang-gliding enthusiasts, this four-mile trail includes elevations of 1,390 feet to 1,890 feet.

*Rated:* moderate to difficult

Trail 306 can be accessed from Trail 100. The entrance to Trail 100 is located at the north end of the property between the two tennis courts.

**Hiking Tips:**

Always carry water (no glass containers) and wear appropriate shoes and clothing for the weather and conditions. Stay on designated trails and do not hike after sunset. Use trails at your own risk.